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Does Israel Practice Apartheid?
The United Nations Human Rights Council’s Special Rapporteur, Mr. Michael Lynk, will
present a report to the Human Rights Council at its March 2022 session on “whether Israel’s
conduct of its occupation of the Palestinian territory is in breach of the prohibition against
apartheid in international law”. 1
To inform his report, Mr. Lynk has invited contributions from States, local and regional
governments, national human rights institutions, human rights defenders, civil society
organisations, academics, UN agencies, and other stakeholders. The European Centre for Law
and Justice (ECLJ) submits this report in accordance with that call. The ECLJ has held Special
Consultative Status with the United Nations ECOSOC since 2007 and has contributed to
several UN bodies, including the Human Rights Council, on many issues via both written and
oral submissions.
To begin, the ECLJ condemns the very need of asking the question whether Israel practices
apartheid. In a world where Israel is singled out every day (especially at the U.N.) for false
accusations and detrimental treatment, it is still shocking but not surprising to see that one
nation in the entire world is being asked to defend itself against a baseless accusation and
engage in a conversation that legitimises a horribly false narrative. It is especially so when this
conversation will take place before a “Human Rights Council” composed of some of the
world’s worst human rights abusers. While we do not wish to dignify the question, it is
nevertheless necessary for the truth to be told.
The accusation that Israel practices apartheid is not new. Even the entire Zionist enterprise was
labelled “racist” by the UN General Assembly. 2 Such claims have been made repeatedly 3 and
have been thoroughly refuted. 4 Nonetheless, this false accusation has been revived from time
to time by various organisations and individuals. Most recently, Human Rights Watch (HRW)
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published a 217-page report that repeated the same baseless claims. 5 Any legally sound and
common-sense analysis easily exposes the error of such accusations.
What is Apartheid?
In 1973, the UN General Assembly adopted the International Convention on the Suppression
and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (Apartheid Convention), which defined the crime
of apartheid to “include similar policies and practices of racial segregation and discrimination
as practiced in southern Africa, [and to] apply to . . . inhumane acts committed for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over any other
racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them”. 6
In 1998, the Rome Statute adopted a similar definition. It defined apartheid as “inhumane acts
. . . committed in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and
domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the
intention of maintaining that regime”. 7 This definition omits any reference to South Africa and
adds a number of other practices to the list of inhumane acts that the Apartheid Convention did
not cover. This definition is accepted by the States Parties to the Statute. No matter which
definition is used, however, apartheid is an aggravated form of segregation and discrimination
based on race.
Apartheid originated in South Africa where it entrenched the country’s widespread and
systematic policies of discrimination and segregation on the basis of race. In essence, apartheid
requires a government policy that actually imposes and intends to maintain a racist regime. 8
Due to the gravity of its effects on disfavored racial groups, apartheid continues to be a crime
against the law of nations and violates a jus cogens 9 norm under international law. 10 As
Professor Yaffa Zilbershats of the Bar-Ilan University has explained, apartheid is
“institutionalized racism of a government against the citizens and residents under its sovereign
regime”. 11 It does not apply to persons in territories beyond a State’s sovereignty. 12
Brief Historical Background
For the purposes of the apartheid claim, a brief historical background is necessary to understand
(1) what people groups reside in Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip; (2) the legal status
of each territory and the populations therein; and (3) the law governing each territory and its
population. After World War I, the League of Nations established the Mandate for Palestine on
the land that included both sides of the Jordan River to establish a national home for the Jewish
people. Soon thereafter, Great Britain, the trustee over the Mandate, created an Arab State,
called Transjordan (today the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan), on about 78 percent of the
Mandatory land. In November 1947, due to the ongoing conflicts between the Jewish and the
Arab populations that resided in the remaining 22 percent of the Mandatory land, the newly5
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created United Nations adopted a non-binding resolution calling for the partition of that land
into a Jewish state, an Arab state, and designated territory around Jerusalem to be under
international control. 13 The Arab side rejected the partition plan, and the plan never
materialised. In May 1948, Israel declared independence. The State of Israel has been
internationally recognised within the 1949 armistice lines; the remainder of the territory of the
Mandate for Palestine is disputed to this day.
The day after Israel declared its independence, five Arab armies attacked the nascent state. At
the end of the conflict, Egypt occupied the Gaza Strip and Jordan the West Bank, including
East Jerusalem. Both countries unlawfully occupied the respective territories until 1967 when
Israel gained control over them in a defensive war. Since then, despite having its own claims
to these territories, Israel has refrained from annexing them and instead has chosen to
administer them under the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC), in the professed hope that the
future status of the territories can be determined through good faith, bilateral negotiations. As
such, the legal status of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip can best be described as disputed.
Proponents of the apartheid claim argue that Israel’s treatment of “Palestinians” constitutes
apartheid. They define “Palestinians” to include Arabs who are Israeli citizens; Arabs residing
in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank, including East Jerusalem; and Arabs who were displaced as
a result of conflicts in 1948 and 1967 from what is now the State of Israel, the West Bank, and
the Gaza Strip. Since apartheid is, by definition, underpinned by racism, if Israel were indeed
perpetrating apartheid against Palestinians, one would expect its “racist” policies to apply to
all those claimed to be Palestinians. It is abundantly clear that this is not the case. Israel treats
all of its citizens, including its Arab citizens, equally before the law. Israel relates differently
to the Arab population of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip because they are not citizens of
the State. They are residents of hostile territories governed by the international laws of armed
conflict. Israel also relates to the Arabs who were displaced as a result of conflicts in 1948 and
1967 as non-citizens. Israel’s differential treatment of these three groups is not based on their
race; it is based on their legal status as either citizens, residents of territories under military
administration, or non-citizen foreigners.
Four questions must be asked in relation to the apartheid claim: First, how does Israel treat its
Arab citizens? Second, is Israel required to treat the Palestinians residing in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip like its own Arab citizens? Third, are Israeli policies toward Palestinians in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip racially-motivated or lawful security measures? Fourth, do
Israeli policies and actions demonstrate an intent to dominate Palestinians?
How does Israel treat its Arab Citizens?
The Israeli Declaration of Independence emphasises that Israel “will ensure complete equality
of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex,” and “will
guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, language, education and culture”. 14 This is not just
on paper. Israel, in practice, treats all of its citizens, regardless of race, equally under the law.
64.7% of Arab citizens of Israel participated in the 2020 general election. 15 As a result, Arab
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politicians obtained 15 out of 120 seats in the Knesset, making them the third most powerful
bloc in the national legislature. 16 In fact, the United Arab List, an Arab political party, is
currently a member of the governing coalition in Israel. 17 In addition, Arabs have served in
cabinet positions, 18 and several Arabs have sat on Israel’s Supreme Court. 19 Israeli law protects
the rights of all citizens.20 Arab citizens of Israel have full and equal voting rights. 21 In fact,
Israel is one of the few places in the Middle East where Arab women have the right to vote.
The facts on the ground show that Israel is a model of equality and justice.
Israeli Arabs have the same ethnic/racial identity as Arabs who reside in the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip. The difference in the way Israel treats these two populations has nothing to do
with “race”. All countries in the world discriminate between their own citizens and foreigners,
let alone foreigners from hostile countries or entities. If so doing constitutes apartheid, then all
States are guilty of apartheid.
If the West Bank and Gaza Strip are “occupied Palestinian territories,” is Israel required to
treat Palestinians like its Arab citizens?
On the one hand, HRW and others claim that the West Bank and the Gaza Strip are “occupied
Palestinian territories” (oPt) and the Hague and the Geneva Conventions should govern Israeli
actions vis-à-vis Palestinians residing in those territories. On the other hand, they claim that
Israeli security measures—which are undisputedly permitted under those Conventions—used
in the so-called “occupied Palestinian territories” constitute apartheid. These claims are
mutually exclusive as one negates the other. An action cannot be legal and illegal at the same
time. If Israel is “occupying” Palestinian territory, then the applicable law is the LOAC. The
fact is that the Israeli security measures in the territories repeatedly cited as evidence of
apartheid, such as the security barrier, check points, the Gaza blockade, travel restrictions,
military tribunals, etc., are all legitimate security measures permitted to any “Occupying
Power” under the LOAC.
In order to set the stage for a peaceful resolution, in 1967, Israel chose not to apply domestic
Israeli law to the territory regained in the Six-Day War (except for East Jerusalem), but rather
to hold the territories “in limbo” and administer them under the 1907 Hague Regulations and
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the humanitarian provisions set forth in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Accordingly,
Palestinians residing in those territories do not have Israeli citizenship. As such, unlike
Palestinian Arabs living in Israel, their status is that of foreigners.
Even if one were to analyse Israeli actions in light of the Apartheid Convention—a treaty that
does not apply to this situation—the only question is whether Israeli policies toward
Palestinians in the territories are motivated by racism. The Israeli Supreme Court has correctly
laid out the state of international law on unlawful discrimination: “Not every distinction
between persons, under all circumstances, necessarily constitutes improper discrimination, and
not every improper discrimination is apartheid”. 22
The phrase “racial discrimination” is not defined in the Apartheid Convention. HRW and its
allies argue that the term’s interpretation should be broadened, based on the International
Convention on All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), 23 a widely embraced
international treaty which prohibits discrimination based on “race, colour, or national or ethnic
origin”. 24 Yet, doing so would actually contradict and weaken HRW’s fundamental argument,
because, under the ICERD, “distinctions, exclusions, restrictions or preferences . . . between
citizens and non-citizens” of a State do not constitute prohibited racial discrimination. 25
ICERD recognises the legitimacy of certain kinds of distinctions, such as national origin, when
those distinctions are not racially-motivated but are instead legitimate national distinctions that
have an “objective and reasonable justification”. 26 On the core issue of discrimination, General
Recommendation XXX of the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD)
observes that differential treatment will only “constitute discrimination if the criteria for such
differentiation, judged in the light of the objectives and purposes of the Convention, are not
applied pursuant to a legitimate aim, and are not proportional to the achievement of this aim”. 27
As the CERD summarised in General Recommendation XXXII: “The term ‘nondiscrimination’ does not signify the necessity of uniform treatment when there are significant
differences in situation”. 28 No State is required to treat non-citizens as it treats its own citizens.
22
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At the most fundamental level of legal understanding, a “legal right” can only be violated if a
“legal right” exists. For example, a U.S. citizen has the right to enter the United States. This
right does not exist for a person from, let’s say, the United Kingdom, irrespective of that
person’s race. The United States can discriminate against that person and deny him or her entry
into its territory and will not violate any “legal right” of the foreigner because no such right
exists. Here, Palestinians are not citizens of Israel and, hence, do not enjoy rights under Israeli
law. Further, Israeli policies toward them are legitimate security measures allowed under the
LOAC. Accordingly, such measures do not constitute unlawful discrimination, let alone
apartheid.
Are Israeli Policies vis-à-vis Palestinians racially-motivated or lawful security measures?
The security threats facing Israel are numerous and grave. Palestinian groups from both the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank carry out repeated attacks against Israeli civilians. These include
indiscriminate rocket attacks, suicide bombings, car bombs, incendiary balloons, shootings,
knife attacks, etc. A situation of unresolved armed conflict exists between Palestinian armed
groups and Israel, and, accordingly, the disputed territories are governed by the LOAC. Not
only is Israel allowed to take security measures in the face of such attacks, it is obligated to
take appropriate measures for the security of its citizens. This has nothing to do with racism.
For example, Israel’s security fence and the Gaza blockade, labeled by HRW as apartheid
measures, have nothing to do with racial divisions, but instead constitute standard international
security protocols. 29 Shortly after condemning Israel’s actions in constructing a security fence,
the United Nations itself constructed a perimeter fence around its own headquarters. 30 If the
United Nations, a non-sovereign entity, may take security measures to protect its offices,
certainly a sovereign State may not only take, but is required to take, security measures to
protect itself from terrorist attacks by foreigners. Israel’s security barrier has been an
operational success, reducing terrorist suicide bombings by 90 percent. 31
Likewise, the Gaza blockade remains a legitimate security measure as long as it has a “military
objective”. 32 In September 2011, the United Nations Report of the Secretary-General’s Panel
of Inquiry on the 31 May 2010 Flotilla Incident determined that the Gaza Naval Blockade was
lawful. 33 The blockade must allow relief supplies through, but those supplies are lawfully
subject to discretionary search at any time by Israel. 34 Moreover, Israel does allow for provision
of such supplies over land, 35 such that the measures in place fully meet the criteria of the
LOAC.
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Although Israeli travel restrictions in the disputed territories are also claimed to constitute
apartheid policies, according to the ICRC commentary on the Fourth Geneva Convention, the
“prohibition on any change in place of residence without permission, prohibition of access to
certain areas, [and] restrictions of movement” are all permissible security measures. 36 The
claim by HRW that limiting Palestinians’ entry into sovereign Israeli territory constitutes
apartheid is ludicrous. All States retain the sovereign right to decide who can enter and remain
in their territory. 37
Other features of Israeli military administration of the territories such as military tribunals and
administrative detention are also lawful under the Geneva Conventions. 38 These are grounded
in legitimate security considerations, not racial animus. Acts fully sanctioned under the LOAC
do not constitute illegitimate discrimination, let alone apartheid.
Do Israeli policies demonstrate an intent to dominate Palestinians?
In addition to guaranteeing equal rights to Israel’s Arab citizens, Israel’s continuous attempts
to pursue peace demonstrate that Israel has no intent to dominate Palestinians. Despite the
Palestinian leaders’ rejection of those peace attempts, Israel has again and again offered
virtually everything the Palestinians have asked for, only to be repeatedly rebuffed. In 1978,
when the Camp David Agreement brought peace between Israel and Egypt, Israel proposed
Palestinian autonomy during an interim period, leading to an eventual possibility of full
sovereignty for a future Palestinian state. 39 Palestinian representatives refused to participate in
the peace discussions. 40 In the 1995 Oslo Accords, Israel recognised another possible two-state
plan. 41 Under the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian Authority (PA) and Israel agreed on a
framework for dividing authority and jurisdiction as steps toward an eventual peace between
them. 42
During the two-week-long Camp David conference in July 2000, Israel proposed a plan that
offered almost all of what the Palestinians had ever demanded, and the PA refused to even
consider it. 43 Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak proposed the dismantling of most settlements
in the West Bank, the establishment of a Palestinian state including 92% of the West Bank and
all the Gaza Strip, a land bridge between the two regions, a Palestinian capital in East
Jerusalem, and Palestinian sovereignty over Jerusalem’s Old City. 44 Barak noted regarding
Yasser Arafat, the PA leader, that “[h]e did not negotiate in good faith; indeed, he did not
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negotiate at all. He just kept saying no”. 45 Even after the PA’s rejection of the Camp David
Accords, Barak reiterated his “readiness to renew peace negotiations”. 46
In 2005, Israel unilaterally withdrew from the Gaza Strip. 47 Israel evicted all 8,500 Jewish
settlers from the territory and completely withdrew its military forces. 48 Disengagement cost
11 billion shekels, approximately 3 billion in U.S. dollars. 49 Rather than use the opportunity to
begin building a Palestinian state, the Palestinian terrorist organisation, Hamas, converted the
Gaza Strip into a base from which to attack Israel.
In 2008, then Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert entered into peace talks, offering to give the
Palestinians 93.7 percent of the West Bank, plus the Gaza Strip. 50 Abbas rejected the offer
because he wanted a “contiguous Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital”. 51 That
proposed agreement would also have provided to the new Palestinian state additional territory
adjacent to the Gaza Strip. 52 The deal would have included a link between the Gaza Strip and
the West Bank. 53 It also would have divided Jerusalem into Israeli and Palestinian-controlled
cities and relinquished Israeli sovereignty over the Old City. 54 Olmert described his offer to
give up the Old City as “the hardest day of his life”. 55 Nonetheless, the Palestinians once again
rejected the offer.
In 2020, Israel pushed again for peace. 56 The PA rejected the plan outright. 57 This offer was
only the latest in the long history of Israel’s push for peace. For the entirety of its existence,
Israel has constantly sought to pursue peace with its Arab neighbors. Israeli leaders have
anguished and struggled to offer concessions that would bring an end to hostilities, only to be
rebuffed again and again. Israel’s actions utterly destroy any claims that it is motivated by
racial animus and desire to dominate the Palestinians. 58
Conclusion
The sad reality is that the international human rights community—composed of bodies ranging
from the United Nations General Assembly to the UN Human Rights Council to various nongovernmental organisations like the HRW—has two different legal standards—one for Israel
and one for the rest of the world. Such bodies intentionally bend, misinterpret, misapply, and
misquote legal rules to the detriment of the State of Israel. At virtually every opportunity, they
seek to subvert Israel’s legitimacy. No other State receives such treatment from these bodies.
To call Israel a racist regime is antisemitic nonsense. To accuse Israel of apartheid is a
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